The use of isolated membrane vesicles to study epithelial transport processes.
Epithelia are multicompartment and multicomponent systems performing transcellular and paracellular transport in a very complex manner. One way to get a deeper understanding of the function of such a complex system is to dissect it into the single components and then, after having defined the components under well-controlled conditions, to try to describe the behavior of the whole system on the basis of the properties of the single components. This article deals with the analysis of isolated plasma membranes derived from the luminal and contraluminal face of epithelial cells, predominantly renal proximal tubular and small intestinal cells. It is aimed to give an overview of methods used to isolate and separate plasma membranes, to study their transport properties as membrane vesicles, and also to address the question of how information gained with the isolated membranes corresponds to observations made in the intact cell using other, notably electrophysiological, measurements. The review also critically evaluates the limitations of the approach and thereby tries to set the work on isolated membranes in the proper perspective within the field of transport physiology.